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A. Software Interpretation  
+ Optimizing for cache reduces accesses to memory 
+ Arithmetic Intensity increases
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B. Hardware Interpretation  
+ Optimizing for cache accesses faster memory structures 
+ Arithmetic Intensity is not changed.
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Support for Parallelism in Hardware

• Multiple physical cores (Thread-Level Parallelism)
• Pipelining (Instruction-Level Parallelism)
• Vectorization (Data-Level Parallelism)



Multicore

SIMD

Roofline effects of Parallelism



OUTLINE

• Part 1: ILP
•Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)
•Processor Pipelining
•Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) 

• Part 2: DLP
•Flynn’s Taxonomy
•Memory Layout and Alignment
•Vectorization



Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)

Instruction Set Architecture:

• Defines a basic language the CPU can understand 
‣ 32bit or 64bit instructions (e.g. x86 or x86_64) 

• Specifies memory addressing 
‣ Little Endian or Big Endian byte order 

• Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) — e.g. MIPS, PowerPC or Sun SPARC 
‣ Instruction set is limited to simple instructions, fast (can do many instructions per 

second), ideally latency of one instruction is one clock cycle, easier to implement 
• Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) 
‣ Can do more complex instructions, thus slower, chip circuitry is much more complex 
‣ Different instructions take different amount of time to execute

Some basic instructions: 
• Load / Store 
• Jumps and branches (address jumps) 
• Add / Multiply numbers (ALU instructions) 
• Input / Output devices

.



Operations in an Instruction Set

Operator Type Examples

Arithmetic and logical Integer arithmetic and logical operations: add, subtract, and, or, multiply, 
divide

Data transfer Load and stores (move instructions on computers with memory addressing)

Control Branch, jump, procedure call and return, traps

System Operating system call, virtual memory management instructions

Floating point Floating-point operations: add, multiply, divide, compare

Decimal Decimal add, decimal multiply, decimal-to-character conversions

String String move, string compare, string search

Graphics Pixel and vertex operations, compression and decompression operations

Every computer 
must provide these 
basic instructions

Instructions with 
higher complexity, 
often composed of 
multiple smaller 
instructions (micro-
instructions)
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Operations in an Instruction Set

Example: SPEC 92 benchmark (http://www.mrob.com/pub/comp/benchmarks/spec.html)

Integer:

http://jimgray.azurewebsites.net/benchmarkhandbook/chapter9.pdf

A-16 ■ Appendix A Instruction Set Principles

instructions executed for a collection of integer programs running on the popular
Intel 80x86. Hence, the implementor of these instructions should be sure to make
these fast, as they are the common case. 

As mentioned before, the instructions in Figure A.13 are found in every com-
puter for every application––desktop, server, embedded––with the variations of
operations in Figure A.12 largely depending on which data types that the instruc-
tion set includes.

Because the measurements of branch and jump behavior are fairly independent of
other measurements and applications, we now examine the use of control flow
instructions, which have little in common with the operations of the previous
sections.

There is no consistent terminology for instructions that change the flow of
control. In the 1950s they were typically called transfers. Beginning in 1960 the
name branch began to be used. Later, computers introduced additional names.
Throughout this book we will use jump when the change in control is uncondi-
tional and branch when the change is conditional. 

We can distinguish four different types of control flow change:

■ Conditional branches

■ Jumps

Rank 80x86 instruction
Integer average 

(% total executed)

1 load 22%

2 conditional branch 20%

3 compare 16%

4 store

5 add

6 and

7 sub 5%

8 move register-register 4%

9 call 1%

10 return 1%

Total 96%

12%

8%

6%

Figure A.13 The top 10 instructions for the 80x86. Simple instructions dominate this
list and are responsible for 96% of the instructions executed. These percentages are the
average of the five SPECint92 programs.

A.6 Instructions for Control Flow

(Hennessy & Patterson, 2011)

Average

008: Optimizing tool (PLA) 
022: LISP interpreter 
023: Conversion of Eq.’s too truth table 
026: Text compression 
072: Spreadsheet application 
085: GNU compiler

14800 LOC 
7700 LOC 
3500 LOC 
1500 LOC 
8500 LOC 
87800 LOC

Floating point:

034: Molecular dynamics (DP, Fortran) 
048: Optical ray tracing (DP, Fortran) 
052: Neural network (SP, C) 
077: Molecular dynamics (SP, Fortran) 
078: Shallow water equations (SP, Fortran) 
090: Navier-Stokes equations (DP, Fortran)

4500 LOC 
500 LOC 
300 LOC 
3900 LOC 
500 LOC 
4500 LOC

http://www.mrob.com/pub/comp/benchmarks/spec.html
http://jimgray.azurewebsites.net/benchmarkhandbook/chapter9.pdf


Pipelining

Pipelining is technique that takes advantage of the parallelism that 
exists among the µ-operations required to complete an instruction.

• Pipelining is the key technique to make todays CPUs fast 
• All processors since about 1985 use pipelining to improve their performance 
• It is based on the fact that to execute one instruction, multiple clock cycles are required (an 

instruction is usually decomposed into multiple micro-instructions) 
• Therefore, the pipelining technique reduces the number of clock cycles per instruction (CPI)

A pipeline is similar to an assembly  
 line in the automobile industry



Pipelining

• All instructions work on data stored in registers 
• The only operations that affect memory are load and store operations (move data from 

memory to a register or move data from a register to memory, respectively) 
• The instruction format consists of a few elements, with all instructions being the same size

We will study pipelining based on a simple register-register RISC architecture (MIPS):

With these guidelines we can construct a simple instruction set, where we 
assume that every instruction can be implemented in at most 5 clock cycles:
1. Instruction fetch cycle (IF): Fetch the current instruction from memory. 
2. Instruction decode / register fetch cycle (ID): Decode and read register source specifiers. Performs a test to detect 

a possible branch instruction. 
3. Execution / effective address cycle (EX): The ALU performs the operation depending on the fetched instruction. 
4. Memory access (MEM): In case of a load, the memory is read using the effective address. In case of a store, the 

register read in step 2 is written using the effective address. 
5. Write-back cycle (WB): Write the result of step 3 (ALU) or step 4 (in case of a load) back to the register file.



Clock number

Instruction number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Instruction i IF ID EX MEM WB

Instruction i+1 IF ID EX MEM WB

Instruction i+2 IF ID EX MEM WB

Instruction i+3 IF ID EX MEM WB

Instruction i+4 IF ID EX MEM WB

5-Stage Pipeline

Using our simple instruction set, we can construct a 5-stage pipeline:

IM Reg DM RegAL
U

IM Reg DM RegAL
U

IM Reg DM RegAL
U

IM Reg DM RegAL
U

IM Reg DM RegAL
U

Memory access 
(data)Memory access 

(instruction)

Read/write register 
file can be done in 
the same clock

Note: The pipeline is full in the 5th 
clock cycle and has full throughput 
for the following instructions

Note: The fastest instruction in our 
ISA is 2 clock cycles (branch), 4 
clock cycles for stores and every 
other instruction is 5 clock cycles. 
The pipeline throughput is bound to 
the instruction (in the set) with the 
highest latency (5 cycles in this case)

A full pipeline has a throughput of 
one instruction every clock cycle!



Average Clock Cycles per Instruction (CPI)

Definition: CPI =
∑i IiCi

∑i Ii

Ii : Number of (micro-)instructions for instruction type i

Ci : Number of cycles for instruction type i

Classification of processor:

CPI > 1 : subscalar
Example: (no pipeline)

I = 5; C = 5

One instruction at 5 cycles 
latency total (decomposed 
in 5 micro-instructions):

CPI = 5 > 1

CPI = 1 : scalar
Example: (5-stage pipeline)

I = 5; C = 1

One instruction at 1 cycle 
latency total (full pipeline):

CPI = 1

CPI < 1 : superscalar
Only possible with recent 
processors. Requirements 
are a deeper pipeline 
(than 5-stages) with 
multiple execution units 
that can execute the same 
instruction in parallel.



• Ideally you get a 5x speedup 
• In reality, there is overhead associated with pipelining 
• Amdahl’s law: Speedup is limited by overhead

Pipeline Reality Check

Example:
We use our pipeline implementation from above. Assume that a clock cycle takes 1 ns and we need 4 
cycles for ALU operations and branches, and 5 cycles for memory operations. Assume that these 
operations have a relative frequency of 40%, 20% and 40%, respectively. Furthermore, due to clock 
skew and setup the pipelined processor adds 0.2 ns of overhead to the clock. What is the speedup of 
the pipelined processor?

Average CPI = (0.4 + 0.2) x 4 + 0.4 x 5 = 4.4 cycles / instruction

Average execution time per instruction = clock cycle x CPI = 1 x 4.4 = 4.4 ns / instruction
No pipeline:

Average execution time per instruction = clock cycle + overhead = 1.2 ns / instruction
Pipelined (assuming full pipeline):

Amdahl’s Law: Sp =
t1
tp

=
4.4
1.2

= 3.7 (74% efficiency)



Pipeline Hazards

‣ Structural hazards: Arise from resource conflicts when the hardware cannot support all possible 
combinations simultaneously 

‣ Data hazards: The next instruction may depend on the result of the previous instruction 
‣ Control hazards: Arise from branching and other instructions that change the program counter

Pipeline hazards:

The pipelining concept seems easy, but it is not!

IM Reg DM RegAL
U

IM Reg DM RegAL
U

IM Reg DM RegAL
U

IM Reg DM RegAL
U

IM Reg DM RegAL
U

Time
• In each cycle, it must be ensured that all data paths are different 

to avoid structural hazards 
• Having multiple CPU Registers allow simultaneous read and write 

in the same clock cycle 
• The ALU can only execute one operation each cycle

Note: To ensure different data paths when we access memory for 
instructions (IF) and data (MEM) is exactly the reason why we must 
use two L1 caches on a pipelined processor (one for instructions and 
one for data). Otherwise the two yellow blocks would conflict!



Amdahl’s Law
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Cores

Ideal (scalar)superscalar

subscalar due to pipeline 
stalls and other overhead 

(assuming code is 
perfectly parallel)

In a realistic scenario, pipeline stalls must also be counted in the CPI
Pipeline CPI = Ideal pipeline CPI + Structural stalls + Data hazard stalls + Control stalls



Instruction Level Parallelism

• At the hardware level, ILP is almost invisible to us and exploited dynamically: 
‣ Instruction pipelining 
‣ Superscalar execution 
‣ Out-of-order execution and few more we did not address 

• At the software level, ILP can be exploited statically at compile time with the 
main goal to decrease data and control hazards in the pipeline 
‣ Loop-level parallelism: Loop unrolling 
‣ Code fusion: Break/reduce dependency chains among instructions by 

increasing instruction count for small function bodies

In general, exploiting instruction level parallelism (ILP) can be 
separated into two branches:

This comes next



  1 #define N 1024
  2 int main(void)
  3 {
  4     float* const x = new float[N];
  5     float* const y = new float[N];
  6     // initialize data
  7 
  8     // vector addition
  9     for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
 10         y[i] = x[i] + y[i];
 11 
 12     delete [] x;
 13     delete [] y;
 14     return 0;
 15 }

Loop Unrolling

Consider the addition of two vectors: y = x + y x, y ∈ ℝn

  1 #define N 1024
  2 int main(void)
  3 {
  4     float* const x = new float[N];
  5     float* const y = new float[N];
  6     // initialize data
  7 
  8     // vector addition, manual 4-unroll
  9     for (int i = 0; i < N; i+=4)
 10     {
 11         y[i+0] = x[i+0] + y[i+0];
 12         y[i+1] = x[i+1] + y[i+1];
 13         y[i+2] = x[i+2] + y[i+2];
 14         y[i+3] = x[i+3] + y[i+3];
 15     }
 16 
 17     delete [] x;
 18     delete [] y;
 19     return 0;
 20 }

No data dependence, we 
can unroll the loop easily



  1 #define N 1024
  2 int main(void)
  3 {
  4     float* const x = new float[N];
  5     float* const y = new float[N];
  6     // initialize data
  7 
  8     // vector addition
  9     for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
 10         y[i] = x[i] + y[i];
 11 
 12     delete [] x;
 13     delete [] y;
 14     return 0;
 15 }

Loop Unrolling

Consider the addition of two vectors: y = x + y x, y ∈ ℝn

Assembly: g++ -S -O2

  1 .L2:
  2         movss   0(%rbp,%rdx), %xmm0
  3         addss   (%r12,%rdx), %xmm0
  4         movss   %xmm0, 0(%rbp,%rdx)
  5         addq    $4, %rdx
  6         cmpq    $4096, %rdx
  7         jne     .L2



Loop Unrolling

Consider the addition of two vectors: y = x + y x, y ∈ ℝn

  1 #define N 1024
  2 int main(void)
  3 {
  4     float* const x = new float[N];
  5     float* const y = new float[N];
  6     // initialize data
  7 
  8     // vector addition, manual unroll
  9     for (int i = 0; i < N; i+=4)
 10     {
 11         y[i+0] = x[i+0] + y[i+0];
 12         y[i+1] = x[i+1] + y[i+1];
 13         y[i+2] = x[i+2] + y[i+2];
 14         y[i+3] = x[i+3] + y[i+3];
 15     }
 16 
 17     delete [] x;
 18     delete [] y;
 19     return 0;
 20 }

Assembly: g++ -S -O2

  1 .L2:
  2         movss   (%rdx), %xmm0
  3         addss   (%rcx), %xmm0
  4         addq    $16, %rdx
  5         addq    $16, %rcx
  6         movss   %xmm0, -16(%rdx)
  7         movss   -12(%rdx), %xmm0
  8         addss   -12(%rcx), %xmm0
  9         movss   %xmm0, -12(%rdx)
 10         movss   -8(%rdx), %xmm0
 11         addss   -8(%rcx), %xmm0
 12         movss   %xmm0, -8(%rdx)
 13         movss   -4(%rdx), %xmm0
 14         addss   -4(%rcx), %xmm0
 15         movss   %xmm0, -4(%rdx)
 16         cmpq    %rdx, %rsi
 17         jne     .L2



  1 #define N 1024
  2 int main(void)
  3 {
  4     float* const x = new float[N];
  5     float* const y = new float[N];
  6     // initialize data
  7 
  8     // vector addition
  9     for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
 10         y[i] = x[i] + y[i];
 11 
 12     delete [] x;
 13     delete [] y;
 14     return 0;
 15 }

Loop Unrolling

Consider the addition of two vectors: y = x + y x, y ∈ ℝn

Note: For GCC, you can use the flag -funroll-loops to 
globally unroll loops. Alternatively, you can tag specific functions:

  1 __attribute__((optimize("unroll-loops")))
  2 void myfunc(void) { /* body */ }

Assembly: g++ -S -O2 -funroll-loops  1 .L2:
  2         movss   0(%rbp,%rdx), %xmm0
  3         movss   4(%rbp,%rdx), %xmm1
  4         movss   8(%rbp,%rdx), %xmm2
  5         movss   12(%rbp,%rdx), %xmm3
  6         movss   16(%rbp,%rdx), %xmm4
  7         movss   20(%rbp,%rdx), %xmm5
  8         movss   24(%rbp,%rdx), %xmm6
  9         movss   28(%rbp,%rdx), %xmm7
 10         addss   (%r12,%rdx), %xmm0
 11         addss   4(%r12,%rdx), %xmm1
 12         addss   8(%r12,%rdx), %xmm2
 13         addss   12(%r12,%rdx), %xmm3
 14         addss   16(%r12,%rdx), %xmm4
 15         addss   20(%r12,%rdx), %xmm5
 16         addss   24(%r12,%rdx), %xmm6
 17         addss   28(%r12,%rdx), %xmm7
 18         movss   %xmm0, 0(%rbp,%rdx)
 19         movss   %xmm1, 4(%rbp,%rdx)
 20         movss   %xmm2, 8(%rbp,%rdx)
 21         movss   %xmm3, 12(%rbp,%rdx)
 22         movss   %xmm4, 16(%rbp,%rdx)
 23         movss   %xmm5, 20(%rbp,%rdx)
 24         movss   %xmm6, 24(%rbp,%rdx)
 25         movss   %xmm7, 28(%rbp,%rdx)
 26         addq    $32, %rdx
 27         cmpq    $4096, %rdx
 28         jne     .L2



Example: Optimizing Matrix-Vector multiplication

  1 for (int i = 0; i < m; ++i) {
  2     y[i] = 0;
  3     for (int j = 0; j < n; ++j)
  4         y[i] += A[i * n + j] * x[j];
  5  }

Naive implementation

  1 real y0, y1, xj;
  2         
  3 for (int i = 0; i < m; i += 2) {
  4     y0 = y1 = 0;
  5     for (int j = 0; j < n; ++j) {
  6         xj = x[j];
  7         y0 += A[(i+0)*lda + j] * xj;
  8         y1 += A[(i+1)*lda + j] * xj;
  9     }
 10     y[i+0] = y0;
 11     y[i+1] = y1;
 12  }

Unroll to take advantage of ILP

Computation is still the bottleneck



Fusing compute intensive tasks together:

Code Fusion
  1 #define N 1024
  2 
  3 __attribute__((optimize("unroll-loops")))
  4 void kernel1(double data[], ...)
  5 {
  6     for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
  7     {
  8         // working with data[i]
  9     }
 10 }
 11 
 12 __attribute__((optimize("unroll-loops")))
 13 void kernel2(double data[], ...)
 14 {
 15     for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
 16     {
 17         // working with data[i]
 18     }
 19 }
 20 
 21 __attribute__((optimize("unroll-loops")))
 22 void fused_kernel12(double data[], ...)
 23 {
 24     for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i)
 25     {
 26         // merge loop-bodies of kernel1
 27         // and kernel2 if there are only
 28         // few or no data dependencies.
 29     }
 30 }

Small compute kernels 
with common data

• Combine small compute kernels with common interface 
characteristics to a single slightly larger fused kernel 

• This often requires trial-and-error 
• Increases instruction density in loop-body 
• But careful: very large loop-bodies are not optimal either because of 

increased register spilling 
• Find acceptable trade-off between modularity and performance 

• Note: you can further help the compiler (and the person reading your 
code) making better decisions by specifying variables const when 
possible



OUTLINE

• Part 1: ILP
•Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)
•Processor Pipelining
•Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) 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•Memory Layout and Alignment
•Vectorization



Flynn’s Taxonomy

SISD SIMD

MISD MIMD

Single Instruction Single Data Single Instruction Multiple Data

Multiple Instruction Multiple DataMultiple Instruction Single Data

Data Stream
In

st
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n 
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re
am

Uniprocessor, sequential Data-Level Parallelism (DLP)

Task-Level Parallelism (TLP)



Instruction Set Architecture Extensions

x86_32
386 
486 

Pentium
MMX Pentium MMX

SSE Pentium III

SSE2 Pentium 4

SSE3 Pentium 4E

x86_64 Pentium 4F

SSE4 Core 2 Duo 
Core i7 (Nehalem)

AVX
AVX2

Sandy Bridge 
Haswell

AVX512
Skylake 

Coffee Lake 
Cannon Lake

Intel x86 ISA Processors
Tim

e
1985

2019

Vector register width

64 bit (integers)

128 bit

256 bit

512 bit

Streaming 
SIMD 
Extensions

Advanced 
Vector 
Extensions

What they are:
Special Instructions that operate vector registers

Multi-Media
Extension



SSE: 128bit register 
passed as operand to special instruction

4x

Extended ISA: Vector Registers

Architectures with support for a certain ISA extension have 
access to wider (in terms of bits) registers (vectors)

0x49 0x96 0x02 0xd2

MSB 
(Most Significant Bit)

0100 1001 1001 0110 0000 0010 1101 0010

LSB 
(Least Significant Bit)

One byte 4 byte = 32 bit data type Example Intel:

SSE: 16x 128bit registers (%xmm0 - %xmm15)

AVX/AVX2: 16x 256bit registers (%ymm0 - %ymm15)

AVX512: 32x 512bit registers (%zmm0 - %zmm31)

4x performance 
gain in this case!

• How much for 
AVX512? 

• How much for 
64bit data type?



Extended ISA: Vector Registers

Data layout in memory

Address: 0 4 8 12 16 20
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

24 28 32

Increasing addresses

Cache line, typically 
64 byte (512 bit)

Example SSE: 128 bit registers (xmm):

Cache line 512 bit:

128 bit

Register %xmm0 128 bit:

The vector register can hold a different number 
of elements depending on the element type

16x char (8 bit = 1 byte)

8x short int (16 bit = 2 byte)

4x int or float (32 bit = 4 byte)

2x long long int or double (64 bit = 8 byte)

SIMD lanes

16-way

8-way

4-way

2-way

0

SIMD Lanes / n-way vectorized

The hardware only 
cares about bits



Extended ISA: Vector Registers

Example assembly of SSE vectorized loop:

  1 movaps (%rbx,%rdx), %xmm0
  2 addps 0(%rbp,%rdx), %xmm0
  3 movaps %xmm0, (%rbx,%rdx)
  4 addq $16, %rdx
  5 cmpq $4096, %rdx

Vector register

General purpose 
scalar register

Instruction works on 
vector operands

Instruction works on 
scalar operands


